FACTS ABOUT NTEX

NTEX is a Swedish, medium sized, privately held, forwarding agent
founded in 2003. NTEX provides tailor-made transport and logistics
solutions for road-, air-, sea freight worldwide and third part logistics
The company have 300 employees stationed on 15 offices in Sweden,
Norway, England, Germany, Poland and the Baltic states with a
turnover of 140M€
NTEX serves 4 000 customers in varying sizes, annually handles
around 250 000 consignments

NTEX STANDS FOR

Flexibility

High quality

Specialization in
selected markets

Customized
solutions

Competent staff

Customer focus

ENVIRONMENT & QUALITY

NTEX is conscious of humans everyday lives. Therefore they
actively contribute to a healthy environment and economic and
social welfare
The company is certified in both ISO 14001:2015 and ISO
9001:2015
Security is important for NTEX, therefore the trailers are
equipped with GPS tracking and you will never face the
company’s trailers in unattended locations
Every year its suppliers are evaluated in order to maintain the
quality and reporting CO2 emissions to protect the
environment

IT SOLUTIONS AND STATISTICS

To keep up with the technical developments NTEX uses
several types of EDI solutions including customized solutions
By using EDI solutions there is a possibilty to track and trace.
It means that you as a customer always can follow the status
of your shipments
NTEX offers various types of statistics regarding your
shipments that will make your daily business easier

ROAD TRANSPORT

NTEX offers high quality, tailor-made special road transports after
the customer’s needs in Europe
The company performs transport and logistics solutions for all kinds
of consignments, ranging from normal transports to time-pressed
express delivery and dangerous goods in competitive lead times
NTEX trailer park includes 650 own trailers, all of them equipped
with GPS tracking to secure the freight forwarding

AIR FREIGHT

NTEX air freight department team has the expertise
needed to provide high-quality deliveries to final
destination.
There is no ready-made template to use, each shipment is
tailored to the customer's specific needs
There is an international agent network which makes it
possible to arrange shipments to and from all airports
worldwide. All types of goods are handled and there is
also a lot of experience with dangerous goods
NTEX is IATA and AEO certified as well as regulated agent
for aviation

SEA FREIGHT

NTEX sea freight department team handles all types
of goods for shipments worldwide, to and from all
continents
They combining local commitment and global agent
network to offer the same expertise at both
departure and arrival
To short lead times NTEX offers a special air/sea
solution from Far East which means a combination
of air and sea transport
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WAREHOUSING

NTEX provides storage and distribution of your goods. If you
as a customer has a lot of suppliers all over the world. NTEX
take care of the goods, store it and then deliver it in one trailer
instead of many which save much time
NTEX can store your untaxed goods which means that you will
not be allowed to pay tax and VAT during storage. It gives you
increased flexibility, reduced bonded capital and improved
profitability.
There are also companies who do not have their own storage
place and use NTEX storage service in full

